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microsolvation†
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and Kai Leonhard

Computational benchmark data for complexes requires accurate models of anharmonic torsional motion.

State-of-the-art hindered rotor treatments come with a number of difficulties, regarding discontinuities from

badly converged points or coupling, oscillations, or the consideration and correction of stationary points.

Their manual handling introduces a level of arbitrariness not suitable for benchmark procedures. This study

presents the TAMkinTools extension for improved modeling of one-dimensional hindered rotation which

enables a more standardized workflow. We choose the structures from the Goebench challenge as test

case, which comprises OH- and p-bonded complexes of methanol and furan, 2-methylfuran, and 2,5-

dimethylfuran. Ahlrichs and Dunning basis sets of various sizes and their extrapolations show large

differences in efficiency and accuracy for coupled-cluster energies of stationary points of these complexes.

The probability density analysis of TAMkinTools provides zero-point energies for all conformations even

within the same rotor profile. Zero-point energies show a large effect on the conformational order,

especially for the methanol–furan complex with energy differences far below 1 kJ mol�1.

1 Introduction

Theoretical modeling has become a crucial part of how new
processes and compounds are developed today.1–3 Running
model simulations for systems of interest can be orders of
magnitude cheaper and faster than equipping laboratories to
run real tests, so they serve a vital pre-screening role in
technological discovery.4–6 Chemical modeling may contain
numerous methods and models, depending on the involved
molecules, temperatures, states of matter, and available human
and computational resources. Developing new models or
choosing an appropriate model often requires high-accuracy
reference data in order to measure and compare model uncer-
tainties. In turn, generating such high-accuracy reference data
can itself be a major challenge, especially where real-world
measurements are prohibitively expensive or unfeasible. This is
one impetus behind so-called ‘‘benchmark challenges’’, where
a series of chemical modeling workflows are performed blindly
on some specific systems for which high-accuracy experimental

data is (made) available.7–11 These data are compared with the
computational results and showcases how well each workflow is
expected to perform for further, unknown, systems. An interesting
target for benchmarking are the subtle energy differences appear-
ing in intermolecular interactions with microsolvation. Such subtle
energy differences show up e.g. in microsolvation of ions12 like Li+

with water,13 water–ammonia mixtures,14 methanol,15,16 and noble
gases.17–19 Poblotzki et al.20 point out the particular relevance of
furan derivate microsolvation in alcohols due to the interesting
interplay of polar and non-polar docking sites. Dimers of furan
derivates and alcohols or water have been investigated in a number
of studies as pointed out by Gottschalk et al.,10 preferring OH-
bonding with smaller, more polar partners,21–23 and p-bonding
with larger alcohols,20,24,25 or being equally stable for both bonding
patterns.26 These systems were used in the Goebench challenge9,10

to compare 12 different modeling workflows, looking at how well
each could model the microsolvation of furan and furan-derivatives
with methanol, cf. Fig. 1. This helps to determine which less-
expensive model chemistries are still sufficient for producing
accurate microsolvated geometries, vibrational frequencies, and
especially (zero-point corrected) energies.

When it comes to high-accuracy modeling of thermochemi-
cal data, including zero-point energies, one of the primary
sources of uncertainties can be the treatment of contributions
from the motions of nuclei. While uncertainties from electronic
contributions can nowadays be rather easily reduced27–29 below
1 kJ mol�1, those arising from deficiencies in the commonly-
used RRHO model for nuclear motions can be far greater, even
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when a highly-accurate electronic model is used.30–33 This was
seen in the Goebench challenge9,10 as well, with the magnitude
of the anharmonic corrections of the three tested workflows
that used them regularly being near to or overshooting the ca.
1 kJ mol�1 uncertainty in CC-based electronic energies.

Nuclear motion can contribute differently to uncertainties in
modeling workflows, but this paper focuses on one type of
motion that is very common for systems larger than about five
atoms: hindered rotation. This type of motion occurs as the
concerted rotation of a set of atoms within a larger chemical
system, usually either along s bonds within a species. It plays
an especially large role for the mutual rotation of two weakly
bounded species within a transition state or a complex. RRHO’s
shortcomings in modeling these behaviors have been known for
many decades,34–36 and these types of motions are usually
responsible for many of the ‘‘low-frequencies’’ in RRHO calcula-
tions that are known to lead to gross uncertainties in partition
functions and thus also errors in all thermochemical data.37 One
very promising model that can handle these hindered rotations is
the N � 1DHR model,31,38 which treats a species’ various possible
rotations as a combination of uncoupled 1DHR. In its implemen-
tation in the TAMkin python library,39 each of these rotors is
obtained through Fourier curve fitting to a relaxed PES scan
performed over the respective torsional coordinate. This software
and the underlying N � 1DHR model has demonstrated good
performance for a range of thermochemical28,40–42 and kinetic43,44

applications. However, several shortcomings prevent N � 1DHR
approaches as implemented in TAMkin from being used more
generally for generating reference data. For one, it is generally
known that overfitting may occur in producing the potential
energy curve, and the threshold in the number of Fourier func-
tions past which overfitting can occur has to be determined on a
case-by-case basis. This introduces some arbitrariness and handi-
caps application in benchmarking where it is crucial to maintain
the same level of quality across different systems. Another issue is
with dealing with discontinuities. These arise from cases where
the relaxed scans used to construct the 1DHR move at some point
along another dimension due to coupling introducing a sudden

change in energy, and maybe upon further rotation even do not
move out of these coupled region(s).28,43 Normally, these are dealt
with by ignoring the data points through which a discontinuity
manifests, but their manual determination and removal is error-
prone and adds to the level of arbitrariness. A final drawback is the
implicit lumping of all conformations linked by a scan into a single
rotor. This prohibits to study the subtle energy differences of such
conformations using N � 1DHR e.g. within a benchmark study.

For this study, we present our extension to the TAMkin
library, TAMkinTools. It aims to address the above-mentioned
limitations of TAMkin’s implementation of the N � 1DHR
model that have hampered its application to reference data
suitable for benchmarking. The code contains an improved
Fourier curve fitting procedure that eliminates the danger of
overfitting from using too many functions. TAMkinTools also
provides better support for dealing with discontinuities and
(re)weighting data points in a more easily reproducible way.
Furthermore, it adds support for performing Fourier curve
fitting to data points taken at multiple fidelities, allowing to,
e.g., introduce CC-level accuracy for all minima but still use
faster model chemistries like DFT for modeling all other parts
of configuration space. We then describe one possible, com-
pletely reproducible workflow enabled by these improvements
within TAMkinTools. Finally, we apply this workflow to the
original systems of interest in the Goebench challenge, i.e. that
of dimers of methanol and furan, 2-methylfuran, and 2,5-
dimethylfuran, cf. Fig. 1, and show how it can produce high-
accuracy data without any need for case-by-case manipulations
as long as the workflow is planned appropriately.

2. Theory
2.1 Thermochemistry from one-dimensional hindered
rotor treatments

Chemical models contain reaction rate and equilibrium constants,
which are related to (reactant, barrier, and product) free energy
differences. The free energy A can be computed from the
partition function Q according to A = �RT ln(Q). Accurate
computation of thermochemistry therefore requires accurate
partition functions. For an ideal gas, within the standard Born–
Oppenheimer and the RRHO approximations, the partition
function factorizes into contributions from electronic energies,
translation, rotation, and vibrational modes. Each of these
contributions involves either a classical treatment, if applic-
able, or solving a reduced-dimensional SE, often analytically.
To describe torsional motion, a HO model is usually inferior to
an 1DHR approach. The 1DHR SE requires an accurate
potential energy curve and the reduced moment of inertia
and can then be solved numerically. While the reduced
moment of inertia is usually statically determined from the
optimized geometry at the global minimum, the potential
energy along the torsional degree of freedom is recomputed
at each of nscan dihedral angle values, often within constrained
geometry optimizations.

Fig. 1 Main minimum-energy structures used in this study: OH-bonded
complexes of furan (Fu), 2-methylfuran (2mFu), and 2,5-dimethylfuran
(25dmFu) with methanol in plane (p) and top (t) configuration and their
p-bonded counterparts.
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Both the potential energy curve V and the basis functions for
the 1DHR SE solutions c can be expressed as Fourier series of
order N in rotation angle y.

V ;c ¼ a0 þ
XN
j¼1

aj cosð jyÞ þ bj sinð jyÞ (1)

This requires 2N + 1 coefficients c = (a0, a1, b1, a2, b2,. . .). For the
potential energy, these are obtained by solving the least-squares
minimization of 8A�c � v82. The matrix A is usually generated
using all nscan dihedral angle values from the scan.

A: ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
�

1ffiffiffi
2
p cosðy1Þ sinðy1Þ cosð2y1Þ � � � sinðNy1Þ

1ffiffiffi
2
p cosðy2Þ sinðy2Þ cosð2y1Þ � � � sinðNy1Þ

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
1ffiffiffi
2
p cosðynscanÞ sinðynscanÞ cosð2ynscanÞ � � � sinðNynscanÞ

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

(2)

It may be necessary to adjust the set of potential energies v. In
addition to the discontinuities from coupling or bad conver-
gence mentioned in the introduction, at some geometries, the
electronic energy or the geometry optimization may not converge
and one needs to remove these points from the set. The series of
optimizations, the ‘‘scan’’, may be terminated before calculating
the full rotation because of ill-defined internal coordinates like
linear bending angles or for technical issues. The standard
means of manual correction in the input files is error-prone
and cumbersome. TAMkinTools provides routines to add and
remove points to the scans and to concatenate scans.

To add higher-fidelity points, e.g. from CC calculations per-
formed at stationary points, we introduce an array of weighting
factors. These weights can be increased for higher-fidelity points.
Stationary point optimizations provide additional information
beyond SPE, i.e. the gradient being zero. Inclusion of derivatives
(as the gradient) of Fourier series into the fit is possible by
extending the matrix A (eqn (2)) by rows containing the respec-
tive derivatives and extending the potential energy vector v by the
respective value of the derivative, e.g. by zero. We also found that
minimizing the second derivatives (curvature) along a grid of
points avoids oscillations even when using a high number of
Fourier functions. A fit according to all these different targets
will of course result in a compromise, i.e. neither exactly
reproduce all points nor restricting all gradients to exactly zero.
Altogether, this leads to the optimized fitting prescription:

min

Acomputed points

Agradients

Acurvature

2
6664

3
7775 � c�

vscan

0

0

2
6664

3
7775

���������

���������

2

(3)

As a by-product, because of the additional conditions, this
allows for a higher number of Fourier basis functions, even

higher than the number of computed points nscan. The lowest
part of A and v, which corresponds to the second derivatives,
can be evaluated for an arbitrary number of points so that the
minimization problem can be solved for an arbitrary number of
Fourier series elements.

TAMkinTools provides a means to analyze minima within
the same potential energy curve by analysis of wavefunctions.
In order to obtain populations (and from them further thermo-
chemical data) of multiple minima, we divide a scan into
ranges yi. Suitable limits for these ranges can be the dihedral
angle values from transition state optimizations between the
minima of interest. Then, we compute probabilities, i.e. popu-
lations, for all ranges for a given energy level E from the
corresponding wavefunction:

PiðEÞ ¼
ðyi
yi�1

c�EðyÞcEðyÞdy (4)

Like the PES expansion, also the wavefunctions are given as
Fourier series, cf. eqn (1). Their multiplication, addition, differ-
entiation, and integration is far easier when switching to
complex exponentials45 according to Euler’s formula exp(iy) =
cos y + i sin y. This allows to cast Fourier series elements of
order n into complex exponentials according to:

a sin nyþ b cos ny ¼ a

2i
þ b

2

� �
exp inyð Þ þ �a

2i
þ b

2

� �
exp �inyð Þ

We call the resulting function type GFF and it represents a
commutative ring.46 It can be converted back to a Fourier
series:

c exp(iny) + d exp(�iny) = (c + d)cos ny + (c � d) sin ny

This allows to readily evaluate eqn (4) to obtain the probabil-
ities within each torsional well. The preferred conformations at
(micro)canonical equilibrium are then determined from the
respective probabilities (not from energies, because the con-
formations share the same energy levels in the HR treatment).
At 0 K, the preferred conformation is simply the one with
highest Pi(E0). At finite temperature T, the preferred conforma-
tion results from Boltzmann-averaging over all probabilities for
all energy levels according to:

PiðTÞ ¼
X
E

exp � E

kBT

� �
PiðEÞ

,X
E

exp � E

kBT

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Q

(5)

This data allows to compute further thermochemical data or
to weight other quantities of interest to benchmarking as
spectroscopic features (e.g. frequency shifts), dipole moments,
or rotational constants10 for each conformer on the 1DHR
potential energy curve.

3. Methods

Geometries, 1D-scans and frequencies were obtained at
B2PLYP-D3/6-311++g(d,p) level throughout. Stationary points,
i.e. minima and TS, were optimized with the standard schemes
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but very tight convergence within the Gaussian09.d01 software.47

CCSD(T) SPE were calculated using ORCA 4.0.148 using the
DLPNO approximation. We employed two different families of
basis sets: Ahlrichs basis sets def2-TZVPP and def2-QZVPP and
from that a def2-(T,Q)ZVPP extrapolation, and augmented Dun-
ning basis sets aug-cc-pvdz, -pvtz, and pvqz, with extrapolations
aug-cc-pv(d,t)z, and -pv(t,q)z.49,50 Detailed software settings and
extrapolation formula are given in the ESI.† N� 1DHR motion is
treated in this study using the TAMkin Python library version
1.2.639 and the TAMkinTools code developed in this study.

The standard application procedure using TAMkinTools is
as follows: the first step in our investigations is always the
optimization of a molecular complex. Intermolecular interac-
tions, e.g. leading to formation of dimers, usually provide six
degrees of freedom (transitional modes) especially prone to
anharmonicity.51 Within this study, we pick the hindered
rotation of the two partners against each other, defined by a
dihedral angle involving two adjacent atoms of each partner.
Along this angle, a relaxed potential energy scan is performed.
If a lower-energy minimum shows up during the scan, the
procedure is repeated with its first step. For all minima in the
scan, full optimizations, frequency and high-fidelity SPE calcu-
lations are performed. The energies of the stationary points are
added with a weight of 100.0 while the standard weight is
chosen to be 0.02 or 0.1 (discussed in Results section). At all
stationary points the first derivatives in eqn (3) are required to
be zero. For an evenly spaced grid of 1000 points, second
derivatives are added in eqn (3) with target values of zero and
a standard weight of 0.001. Then, the optimized rotor is set up
with in this study always 14 Fourier functions; rotational
symmetries are entered by the user. Finally, the SE is solved
for a set of trial Fourier-type functions of sufficient size, from
100 to some thousand if one needs converged partition func-
tions at high temperatures (in this study always 200). This also
yields ZPE and all wavefunctions.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Electronic energies

Hydrogen-bonded (OH) complexes (Ot and Op in Fig. 1) are
energetically preferred over p-bonded complexes (PI in Fig. 1)
for all structures in this study (this also holds for structures
involving larger furan derivates which can be found in the ESI†).
Fig. 2 shows that this holds for all methods compared in this
study except for CC with aug-cc-pvdz basis set. That method also
yields the largest deviations (1 kJ mol�1 to 3 kJ mol�1) from
results with larger basis sets compared to all other methods in
this study. On the other hand, extrapolation with aug-cc-pv(d,t)z
bases is in most cases closer to the aug-cc-pv(t,q)z extrapolation
than the aug-cc-pvqz energy itself. We choose the aug-(t,q)z
extrapolation as a reference since it combines the largest basis
sets used throughout this study.

Different conformations of the OH-bonded complexes for
larger furane derivates always energetically prefer the OH-
bonded top configuration over the OH-bonded planar one.

Only for the methanol–furane complex both hydrogen-bonded
conformations are of comparable energy (cf. Fig. 2). The aug-cc-
pv(t,q)z extrapolation even predicts the planar conformation to
be favored. To clarify this, we performed additional CC calcula-
tions with an aug-cc-pv5z basis set which still predict the top
configuration to be preferred by 0.01 kJ mol�1. Of course, a
reliable calculation of such tiny energy differences must con-
sider effects beyond a standard CCSD(T) treatment, e.g. core
correlation and quadruple excitations27 which is beyond the
scope of this study.

Energy differences obtained from the double-hybrid DFT
functional B2PLYP and Grimmes D3BJ correction perform
comparably well and deviate less than 1 kJ mol�1 from quad-
ruple-z CC energies, except for some TS (all TS information is
given in the ESI† since kinetics is beyond the scope of this
study).

CC energies from Ahlrichs triple- and quadruple-z basis sets
and their extrapolation is, while enabling relatively fast calcula-
tions, usually further from the aug-cc-pv(t,q)z extrapolation
than the aug-cc-pv(d,t)z extrapolation. Although schemes for
CC energy extrapolation using Ahlrichs basis sets have been
proposed in the literature,49,50 correlation-consistent basis sets
as Dunning’s have been designed for extrapolation and con-
sistently converge to results for even larger bases throughout
this study.

4.2 Nuclear motion

Comparison of computed to experimental data even at 0 K must
include nuclear (zero-point) motion models. While many
modes of motion may be described sufficiently accurate by
the RRHO model, this is usually not the case for torsion within
the complex. HR modeling of this torsion can be improved and
standardized using our TAMkinTools development.

One frequent issue with modeling torsional motion comes
from the afore-mentioned inconsistencies or jumps arising from
coupling to other modes so that torsional scans may even not be
periodic anymore. Furthermore, the scan or optimization of

Fig. 2 Electronic energy differences for conformations in the methanol–
furane complex with OH-bonded top Ot reference at different levels of
theory. The left most left bar contains the only DFT results at B2PLYPD3/
6-311++g(d,p)B3PLYPD3/6-311++g(d,p) level, all other energies refer to
DLPNO-CCSD(T) energies. The capitalized basis sets are Ahlrichs def2-(T
or Q)ZVPP and its extrapolation; the lower case basis sets are aug-cc-pv(d, t,
or q)z basis sets and two extrapolations of them.
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points therein may abort for various reasons. Such points appear
for instance in the torsion of the OH-bonded methanol–furan
complex, cf. Fig. 3.

To remedy such inconsistencies, we removed points that do
not match the symmetry of the profile or stem from coupling to
other modes. Within our Goebench submission, we removed
such points manually,9,10 while in this study we used the
manipulation methods provided by TAMkinTools.

Further shortcomings of the standard HR treatment can be
seen from Fig. 3: the minimum (near 3101) is shifted to the
right and underpredicted. This has direct effect on energies,
and in addition severely effects HR corrections because the
curvature at the minimum is used to correct the HO part.

Fig. 4 contains scan points for the similar system of OH-
bonded methanol–2-methylfurane. Here, we demonstrate the
standardized workflow using eqn (3) within TAMkinTools,
which yields an improved torsional profile: the fit represents
all minima and stationary points at their optimized positions,
yields a closed profile without oscillations, and includes high-
fidelity points from CC (t,q)-z extrapolations. Of course, the
scheme compromises between the conditions entering eqn (3),
i.e. weighted scan points, stationary points and to-be-minimized
curvature, so no single condition can be fulfilled to 100%.

Fig. 5 shows further how the fit meets stationary points from
a high-fidelity method while still maintaining the general shape
of the potential energy curve even when a large number of low-
fidelity points is used. The curve monotonously in- or decreases
between maxima and minima (as it should when all stationary
points are known). This is not yet forced explicitly by the
optimized fit, so in principle beyond the vicinity of a stationary
point the curve could be attracted by low-fidelity points and e.g.
go further up from a maximum. Nevertheless, we had to adjust
the standard point weight to be 0.02 or 0.1 in order to prevent
this. Future development should include a corresponding
restriction, together with optimized machine-learning multi-
fidelity modeling.

Because this study focuses on energies of minima and ZPE,
the effect of including high-fidelity energies is not pronounced.
We expect higher influence for results at finite temperature for
thermochemistry and kinetics.

ZPE and finite-temperature thermochemistry and kinetics
follow from the allowed energy levels of nuclear motion. For
HR, these energy levels and the corresponding wavefunctions
(in terms of Fourier series) result from solutions of torsional SE
with TAMkin,39 requiring the potential energy curves discussed
before and fixed moments of inertia derived from the reference
geometry. These energy levels are properties of the whole rotor,
comprising all conformations that appear in the scan. Probability
density functions cðyÞ�EcðyÞE reveal the fraction of systems
hovering around a given dihedral angle y for energy level
E. TAMkinTools can plot these probability density functions for

Fig. 3 Potential energy curve (black line) fitted to represent DFT scan
points (blue xs) along the intermolecular torsional angle in OH-bonded
methanol–2,5-dimethylfuran. This profile was used in our contribution to
the Goebench challenge.9,10

Fig. 4 Potential energy curve (black line) fitted to represent DFT scan
points (blue xs) as well as stationary points from CC calculations (orange
circles) along the intermolecular torsional angle in OH-bonded methanol–
2-methylfuran. This profile results from the fitting prescription in eqn (3).

Fig. 5 Dense DFT scan (blue xs) for the intermolecular torsion within the
p-bonded methanol–furan complex with CC energies for the optimized
stationary points (orange circles). The optimized fit (black line) using
eqn (3) maintains the shape from the DFT points while monotonously
and differentiably touching the stationary points.
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selected energy levels as depicted in Fig. 6. This allows to
determine conformer-resolved quantities, including ZPE.

ZPE and potential energies determine preferred structures at
0 K. All ZPE and selected population density profiles are given
in the ESI.† For all complexes in this study, OH-bonded con-
formations are preferred over p-bonded conformations, both
regarding potential energies and ZPE, cf. Table 1. ZPE at RRHO
level also resolve the two different OH-bonded conformations.
While for larger furans the Ot structure is preferred, for
methanol–furan the Op structure shows lowest energy at 0 K,
in contradiction to experimental findings. The experimental
rotational spectroscopy results discussed by Gottschalk et al.10

clearly point to preference of the top Ot conformation. The two
OH-bonded conformations (top and planar) may be compared
within the HR model using the first energy level for which a
significant population peak is visible within the respective well
(for methanol–2-methylfuran for example, this would be level
12, not 11, cf. Fig. 6). Here, using the HR model, only inclusion
of wave function analysis can tell which lowest energy level is
populated by which conformer. Also these conformer-resolved
ZPE always favor the top structure Ot (as do the high-fidelity
potential energies) except for the methanol–furan case. The two
OH-bonded methanol-furane conformations have almost iden-
tical potential energies, and inclusion of ZPE even points in
favor of the planar Op conformation. The energy at 0 K is
computed to be lower by 0.5 kJ mol�1 for aug-cc-pv(t,q)z
extrapolation and by 0.24 kJ mol�1 for the aug-cc-pv5z potential
energy surface. The dominating contribution to this energy
difference, about 0.2 kJ mol�1, though comes from the vibra-
tional ZPE for the remaining modes from the RRHO model.
Anharmonicity from HR model already slightly changes the
energy at 0 K in the correct direction.

The experimentally favored Ot configuration shows a wider,
more unsymmetric well in the HR scans and an anharmonicity
treatment that includes further vibrational modes could affect
the lion’s share of ZPE contribution, i.e. the RRHO part, in favor
of the experimentally correct Ot conformation.

A population analysis according to eqn (4) on the aug-cc-
pv(t,q)z PES shows that also at finite temperature the planar Op
conformation is preferred, at 10 K by 95.6% and at 298.15 K by
67%. The present analysis of eqn (4) only refers to the 1DHR
profile and does not account for coupling and frequency changes
of the other modes. In the 1DHR profile, the planar Op conforma-
tion occupies a broader well which explains its preference also at
finite temperature. Within a more-dimensional picture that would
include the top vs. planar interconversion in addition to the
mutual rotation and changes in vibrational frequencies, the
accessible configuration space volume of each conformation
may again be different.

Shallow energy differences as between the two OH-bonded
conformations in methanol–furan below 0.5 kJ mol�1 provide a
particularly interesting target for even higher-level benchmark
tests far below an uncertainty of 1 kJ mol�1. On the computa-
tional side, this would require both highly accurate electronic
energies including core correlation and higher excitations as
well as more sophisticated anharmonicity treatments that
include (coupling to) further vibrational modes. A collection
of similarly narrow-spaced conformers or isomers as next-
generation benchmark set could foster the development of
computational chemistry methods beyond what is currently
termed chemical accuracy.

5. Conclusions

Nuclear motion models, especially for intermolecular torsions,
are crucial for benchmark calculations. One-dimensional hin-
dered rotor treatments often require manual intervention and

Fig. 6 Three probability density functions shifted to their corresponding
energy level for energy levels 0 (cyan line), 11 (red line), and 12 (magenta
line) of the OH-bonded methanol–2-methylfuran torsion from Fig. 4. The
horizontal thin black lines depict the energy levels while the bold blue parts
on the left represent the population of the respective energy level
according to the Boltzmann distribution at 298.15 K. The wells from
�77.21 to 01 and from 01 to 77.21 correspond to the top Ot conformation
at �401 while the wells from 77.21 to 1801 and from 1801 to �77.21
correspond to the planar Op conformation at �104.91.

Table 1 Energies at 0 K for all dimers in this study in kJ mol�1. All
electronic energy differences are taken from the CC aug-cc-pv(t,q)z
extrapolation reference method. The first data column comprises pure
unscaled RRHO ZPE corrections. The second represents the original
TAMkin procedure involving the direct fit. The third comprises results from
the optimized PES fitting procedure using TAMkinTools (this study). Lastly,
experimental results from Gottschalk et al.10 for the symmetric furans are
given for comparison. The planar Op configuration is always unpreferred
(unpref.), and data for 2-methylfuran are not available (n.a.)

Structure RRHO Direct fit Opt. fit Exp.10

Me–Fu Ot 0.55 0 0.49 0
Me–Fu Op 0 — 0 Unpref.
Me–Fu PI 0.69 0.19 0.44 0.42 � 0.58

Me-2mFu Ot 0 0 0 n.a.
Me-2mFu Op 1.56 — 1.52 n.a.
Me-2mFu PIa 0.98 0.78 0.99 n.a.
Me-2mFu PIb 1.28 — 1.29 n.a.

Me-25dmFu Ot 0 0 0 0
Me-25dmFu Op 2.07 — 1.92 Unpref.
Me-25dmFu PI 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.34 � 0.50
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suffer from numerical fitting problems, convergence problems
in scans, and analysis limitations for results of multiple fide-
lities and multiple conformations. The TAMkinTools extension
presented in this study remedies these drawbacks and enables a
standardized workflow to be used for benchmark calculations.
The workflow is applied to the methanol–furan derivate com-
plexes known from the Goebench study.9,10 Coupled-cluster ener-
gies with the DLPNO approximation provide accurate energy
corrections when used with Dunning basis sets; the augmented
double- and triple-z basis set extrapolation proves to be particu-
larly efficient. TAMkinTools provides smooth potential energy
curves that can account for coupled-cluster correction data and
provides a wavefunction analysis which can be used to attribute
ZPE to individual conformations within the same rotor. For OH-
bonded methanol–furan, the energy difference at 0 K between
conformations is far below 1 kJ mol�1 even at the highest levels of
theory and makes the correct reproduction of experimental orders
(top lower than planar) challenging. Such conformations may be
subject to next-level benchmarks for energy differences below
1 kJ mol�1, where computational chemistry methods require
coupled anharmonic treatments of further librational modes.
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